
FLAWS OF CONTRACT LAW IN ZIMBABWE

One of the major problems confronting the lawyer or scholar interested in the law of a R. H. Christie, a Professor of Law
at the University of Zimbabwe, and Contract in East Africa (Nairobi ), the author discusses the procedure for the.

The process is subject, therefore, to a high degree of opacity. Protection from deprivation of property Section
16 Protection form arbitrary search or entry Section 17 Provisions to secure protection of law Section 18
Protection of freedom of conscience Section 19 Protection of freedom of expression Section 20 Protection of
freedom of assembly and association Section 21 Protection of freedom of movement Section 22 Protection
from discrimination on the grounds of race, etc. Zimbabwean law does not require that the amount determined
as a penalty must be a genuine pre-estimate of loss. Making Construction Projects 1. In the meantime,
consumers are protected by means of piecemeal legislation such as the Consumer Contracts Act, the Control
of Goods Act and the Competition Act. If, however, there is a factual dispute, the correct procedure to follow
is to approach the court by way of action, which is instituted by summons. Again, Section 47 of the
Companies Act provides that a pre-incorporation contract must be reduced into writing. Restrictive Practices
The Act regulates restrictive practices and specifically prohibits price fixing, the division of markets and
bid-rigging. Dispute Resolution 4. Illegality comes in two forms: i statutory illegality ii common law illegality
i Statutory illegality occurs when an agreement contravenes a piece of legislation either in the form of a statute
or statutory regulation or by-law. Lastly, Zimbabwe is a member of the Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa COMESA which has been established to primarily regulate competition law amongst the
different economies of its member states and to ensure that a fair and effective regional competition law
framework exists. These amendments are the preserve of the ZANU Pf government which has had a majority
of seats in the legislature since independence. It is a give and take situation. With serious intention to contract:
Terms and agreements must be certain, terms and conditions must be very clear avoiding vagueness or
ambiguity. This is sometimes referred to as Agreement by conduct. Unlike other jurisdiction, Zimbabwe does
not have a Human Rights Commission [12]. Parliament consists of one hundred and fifty members, a number
often criticized as too big for a very small state. The few rights enshrined in the Constitution are compromised
and are taken away easily as they are not as entrenched as would be expected. The contract must be possible of
performance both in legal and in practical terms. Seasonal work. A contract of employment may provide in
writing for a single, non-renewable probationary period of not more than 1 week in the case of casual workers;
or 3 months in any other case: during which notice of termination of the contract to be given by either party
may be 1 week in the case of casual work or 2 weeks in any other case. The adjudicator also has the power to
review and revise any decision, opinion, instruction, valuation, certificate or notice and to order such
measurement and valuations as he may determine. Where the issue raises a constitutional question, it may be
directed to the Constitutional Court. Does any such third party have a duty to act impartially between the
contractor and the employer?


